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ABSTRACT
Except for a rare event of tsunami, cyclone is a recurring feature in the Bay of Bengal. Landing of a
cyclone at a coast is accompanied by heavy winds and rain. Both cause heavy damage. Because of
the increased water level, storm generated surface waves reach areas they would not otherwise
reach. This causes immense damage. News about impending cyclone should reach the people on
time and logistics should be in place to move people into cyclone shelters or high rise areas. Disasters
such as cyclone and tsunami originate from oceans. Disasters offset development gains. They cause
a setback to social investments. Damage to ecosystems, property, injury and deaths are direct effects
of a disaster. So there is a need for an improved forecast of weather and climate as well as sustainable
development of coastal ecosystems. The stakeholder participation is a must to enable the coastal
communities to reduce vulnerabilities and to cope with hazards. If people have resources and have
capacity to cope with hazards, hazards do to not turn into disasters.  This paper focuses on the role
of different stakeholders in coastal management with respect to tacking hazards.
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INTRODUCTION
India has 7,516 km of coastline, distributed along
nine coastal states and four union territories. Over
20 percent of the 1 billion odd people of India live
along the coast. It has 1.025 million active
fishermen. Except for a rare event of tsunami,
cyclone is a recurring feature in the Bay of
Bengal. Landing of a cyclone at a coast is
accompanied by heavy winds and rain. Both cause
heavy damage. Because of the increased water
level, storm generated surface waves reach areas
they would not otherwise reach. This causes
immense damage. News about impending cyclone
should reach the people on time and logistics
should be in place to move people into cyclone
shelters or high rise areas. Disasters such as
cyclone and tsunami originate from oceans.
Disasters offset development gains. They cause
a setback to social investments. Damage to
ecosystems, property, injury and deaths are direct

effects of a disaster. So there is a need for an
improved forecast of weather and climate as well
as sustainable development of coastal
ecosystems. The stakeholder participation is a
must to enable the coastal communities to reduce
vulnerabilities and to cope with hazards. If people
have resources and have capacity to cope with
hazards, hazards do not turn into disasters.
The paper was part of the study on the Assessment
of satellite communication requirements of
Tamil Nadu coastal areas, undertaken for the
development and educational communication Unit
of the Indian Space Research Organization in
2008. It focuses on the role of different
stakeholders in coastal management with respect
to tacking hazards.
Information Communication Technology (ICT)
revolution’s promises and threats for developing
countries can be brought into clearer perspective
if we pay attention to the underlying discourses
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on development and knowledge employed in this
debate. Those who enthusiastically embrace ICT
tend to operate within a modernization discourse,
while sceptics are influenced by dependency and
post-colonial discourses of development. Both
perspectives operate with a liberal notion of
knowledge as separate from power1. The idea
of knowledge is power is at least true in the fishing
sector where knowledge is directly linked to
saving oneself and others from disasters, and also
getting better fish catch. Table 1 gives the
fisheries statistics of India, and it puts the number
of active fishermen at nine lakh.

Table 1 : Fisheries statistics of India

Fishing villages                 3202

Landing centres 1332

Fishermen population 3.5 million

Active fishermen 9 lakh

Fishing crafts 2.4 lakh

Source : Marine fisheries  2005 census report 2

The coastal zones are more vulnerable to different
types of natural disasters such as tsunami, cyclone,
floods, coastal erosions, and salt water intrusion.
Particularly after tsunami, several models have
been tried out to minimize losses of development
gains from disasters and reduce vulnerability.
Models for mainstreaming of disaster risk
management at all levels with focus on district
and community level activities are being tried out
in some hazard-prone areas in Tamil Nadu so that
they can be replicated elsewhere in the country.
Tamil Nadu has a 1,076 km coastline. There are
591 marine fishing villages in Tamil Nadu whereas
the marine fish landing centres are 363. The study
has taken two diverse fishing areas in Tamil Nadu
– Cuddalore on the east coast and Colachel on
the west – to get an overall picture of marine
fishing in the State. The study had taken Colachel
and Cuddalore as cluster samples for assessing
satellite communication requirements of coastal
areas in Tamil Nadu. Colachel and Cuddalore are
two of the worst affected areas in tsunami that
struck the Indian coasts in December 2004. While

most of the Tamil Nadu coastline is on east the
coast, Colachel is on the west coast. Colachel
and Cuddalore are also separated by the Gulf of
Mannar, which of late got into media limelight over
the Sethusamuthram shipping canal project.
Because of the separation, the Cuddalore
fishermen go up to Chennai on the east coast
whereas Colachel fishermen to Kochi in Kerala
and much beyond on the west coast. Colachel
does not experience cyclones unlike Cuddalore
but it has cyclone effects. The impact of cyclone
in Colachel is less may be because the sea there
is deep. The east coast of India is three times
more cyclone prone than the west coast. But the
sea in Colachel is relatively rough in most part of
the year. Cuddalore as such is a small bay which
faces only a limited impact of a cyclone but fishing
vessels from Cuddalore go beyond the Cuddalore
Bay.
The estimated annual marine catch potential in
Tamil Nadu within 50 metre depth is given in
Table 2.

METHODOLOGY
A mix of quantitative and qualitative methods was
used for data collection.  All the major players
were approached and interviewed. A variety of
research techniques was used for data collection.
This includes structured questionnaires and using
guidelines for in-depth interviews. Interview
schedules were used for captain of the boat and
boat owners. Guidelines for in-depth interviews
were used for officials of fishing industry, Fisheries
Department officials, coast guard officials,
officials of the Meteorological Department, non-
government organizations, and the common people
(women and children).
As part of post-tsunami rehabilitation, Cuddalore
benefited a lot compared to Colachel, prime
reasons being it is closer to the State capital and
it is a district headquarters. Several initiatives of
information communication technology (ICT)
have come up in Cuddalore. Once such is the
setting up of village resource centres. Another is
the emergency warning system connecting 54
villages in Cuddalore district. Cuddalore and
Villupuram districts together have 20 cyclone
shelters. But Kanyakumari district does not have
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Table 2 : Estimated annual catch potential in Tamil Nadu (marine) within 50 metre depth

Source : Fisheries Department, Government of Tamil Nadu,  20063

S.No. Name of the fish Quantity in tonnes

1 Elasmobranches / shark (Cura) 18,357

2 Eels (Vilanku) 216

3 Cat fishes (Keliru) 2815

4 Oil sardines (Matti Calai) 6897

5 Other sardines 44058

6 White baits 20490

7 Other clupeids (Calai) 31692

8 Bombay duck 57

9 Lizard fish (Tumpili) 4146

10 Perches (Kalava /Kotuva) 21870

11 Sciaenids (Panna) 14182

12 Ribbon fishes 12184

13 Carangids (Parai) 19204

14 Silver bellies (Karai) 58849

15 Pomfrets (Vavval / Katarkarumpu) 1553

16 Mackerels (Kanan Kelitti) 13473

17 Seer fishes (Cila / Vajjiram) 4990

18 Tuna (Maci) 3915

19 Flat fishes / Sole (Naku) 2792

20 Penaeid (prawns) shrimps (Iral) 21940

21 Non-penaeid (prawns) shrimps 248

22 Cephalopods / cuttlefish(Kanavay) 6190

23 Others 59555

Total 369676

a single cyclone shelter. This is because the major
portion of Kanyakumari district falls in the west
coast, and cyclones hardly hit the southwest coast
of India though the impact of cyclones elsewhere
is felt in the form of rough sea.
Recent world-wide crisis events have drawn new
attention to the role ICT can play in warning and
response activities. Of post-impact disaster
response, public participation is an emerging, large-
scale arena for computer-mediated interaction that
has implications for both informal and formal

response4. Various kinds of satellites, including
communications, meteorology, remote sensing and
geophysics satellites, are, or may become, useful
tools in disaster prevention, preparedness and
relief. They already provide operational capability
for storm warnings and search-and-rescue efforts.
Other capabilities, such as improved flood
prediction and global mobile communications
during relief, are close within reach. Still others,
such as earthquake prediction, require
considerable research5.
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The main causes of huge casualties during
cyclones in Bangladesh are6:
 A weak cyclone warning and weather

forecasting system,
 False alarm with no cyclone/storm even,

despite of high warning signals,
 No disaster awareness programmes were

implemented in advance.

RESULTS   AND   DISCUSSION
Fisher folk
Those who go as crew members in mechanized
boats in Colachel come back only after 10 to 12
days. After a day’s rest they go again. Sometimes
if they decide not to go they can join their members
of the mechanized boats only in next trip. In the
meantime, such crew members go in for fishing
in FRP (fibre reinforced plastic) catamarans (small
boats) which they mostly individually own. In
Cuddalore, crew members who go on mechanized
boats go only in alternate trips, with each
mechanized boats having two sets of crew
members. So if the trip is for a week, the next
week they would be free and they go in for fishing
using FRP catamarans, in this case too, mostly
owned independently. When this is the case,
stratifications such as types of boats and captain
/ boat owners are contrived.
Boat captains in Colachel do not use the media
much. Regular radio and television listeners /
viewers constitute less than one-third, whereas
regular newspaper and mobile users constitute
one-tenth. Newspapers may not be read regularly
by the majority because of low literacy retention
level and the nature of the vocation which does
not allow regular access to newspapers.
Television is not accessible as most fishing vessels
take long trips and television channels are not
accessible on the moving vessel. On the other
hand, mechanized boats have audio and video
players. Radio is not listened to in mechanized
boats because most of these boats go to the Kerala
side and access to Tamil programming is limited.
But Colachel fisher folk are more techno savvy
when it comes to fishing. About 50 percent of the
people interviewed in Colachel use wireless sets
and GPS, despite different types of crafts forming
part of samples of 60 for each place.
Cuddalore fisher folk use the media to a greater
extent than those of Colachel. Everyone watches

television, that too almost regularly. Two-thirds
of Cuddalore fisher folk use mobile. And around
two-thirds listen to radio as well as read
newspapers, though only half of that do it regularly.
Although television is most popular, slightly less
number of fisher folk prefers radio to television
to get information related to work. This is because
radio is listened to even while at sea, which
includes disaster-related messages. Two-thirds
also use mobile phones. This again is because the
fisher folk do not move much away from the
coastline though they move further north up to
Chennai. At any point of time most of the
Cuddalore fishing vessels will not be more than
20 km from the coastline which means they will
be within the signal range of mobile towers most
of the time. Probably, because of this reason, no
one uses a wireless set. GPS is used by a few in
Cuddalore that is in black and white, which costs
much less compared to the colour one used by
mechanized boats in Colachel.
Among the boat owners in Colachel, newspaper,
radio and mobile users constitute roughly one-
third. This is less even compared to those of
Colachel boat captains. This may also be due to
the lower educational level of Colachel boat
owners compared to boat captains. It may also
be because the Colachel fishing community is less
integrated with the mainland communities (unlike
in Cuddalore) and the fisher folk’s main activity
on land continues to be consumption of liquor and/
or gambling. The most preferred medium to pass
on information related to work in Colachel is a
wireless set followed by television. This is because
a wireless set is the only link with land for
mechanized boats that go to deep sea. Wireless
is available only with the office of the Meen Pidi
Thozilalar Sangam (fisher folk workers’ forum)
in land. The limit of the present wireless sets is
40 nautical miles (1.2 miles = 1 nautical mile) and
fisher folk need more powerful wireless sets. VHF
with high tower reaches 60 nautical miles or else
it reaches only 40 nautical miles.
Most boat owners in Cuddalore watch television
and use mobile phones to a large extent. Two-
thirds of the owners read newspapers whereas
only half listen to radio. The high newspaper
reading is because most owners do not take to
sea and it is convenient for them to read
newspapers. The radio listening dips compared
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to boat captains. Cuddalore is yet to take to
wireless sets. Particularly in Cuddalore, radio
gives micro weather information such as local
wind speed, wave height, rain and cyclone, and
getting radio signals is good7, based on studies
undertaken in coastal regions of the country, have
said fishermen should be provided with a powerful
VHF set, which could work in bad weather and
up to a distance of 100 km. They should also be
given training on the use of GPS and PFZ forecast
and modern fishing technologies to improve their
condition7.
In Cuddalore which is media savvy, Sun News
TV channel, Suryan FM radio, the Puducherry
AIR, and the Daily Thanthi newspaper are quite
popular. Of course, the popularity of television is
mainly as an entertainment medium. On the other
hand, television gives important news as a flash
scroll even if an entertainment programme is on.
Fishermen sit around and play cards (gambling)
during free time, and any information got by any
one member of the group passes on quickly. In
such spots, disaster forewarning notice-boards too
may be maintained.
Television is used for cyclone warning and for
giving the wind speed. Television gives disaster

announcements, sea winds and about general
weather conditions. But the information is not
contextualized. Television is useful to forecast
disasters such as cyclones. Television gives news
about cyclone formation and other changes in
weather. Television is fine in giving news. Radio
is listened to when fishermen are at sea, mainly
the Cuddalore fisher folk. FM radio stations
particularly commercial FMs such as Suryan FM
are listened to, the reason being such radio stations
cater to fisher folk by giving contextualized
weather forecast too. Using a radio set is a must
in Cuddalore to know about cyclone news while
at sea and to come home safely particularly when
mobile phones fail in bad weather.
Mobile phones are used mainly for work. The
distance it covers is 20 km from the coast, but not
uniformly due to the backlash in mobile tower
coverage area. Under an ELCOT project, mobile
towers are being installed in coastal areas so that
mobile reach while at sea is made more effective.
At times of cyclone if electricity gets cut, mobile
network too fails. Table 3 says about what the
fishermen read view/listen while using the media.
On the information received from the media by
boat owners and captains, the topics of priority
seem to be rightly regional news, weather

Table 3 : Information of captains and owners of boats get from media

                    
Information

Colachel Cuddalore Total Colachel Cuddalore Total
Captains Captains Captains Owners Owners Owners

N=30 N=30 N=60 N=30 N=30 N=60
  National /international news 5 (17) 15 (50) 20 (33) 8 (27) 16 (53) 24 (40)
  Regional news 25 (83) 28 (93) 53 (88) 28 (93) 29 (97) 57 (95)
  Weather forecasting 20 (67) 29 (97) 49 (82) 14 (47) 21 (70) 35 (58)
  Satellite-based information 3 (10) 5 (17) 8 (13) 2 (7) 5 (17) 7 (12)
  for Fisher folk
  Entertainment 30 (100) 15 (50) 45 (75) 25 (83) 26 (87) 51 (85)
  Prevailing prices of 3 (10) 5 (17) 8 (13) 6 (20) 8 (27) 14 (23)
  various fishes
  Business related information 3 (10) 8 (27) 11 (18) 8 (27) 11 (37) 19 (32)
  Information of wages 6 (20) 4 (13) 10 (17) 6 (20) 6 (20) 12 (20)
  prevalent in market
  Disaster warning 9 (30) 20 (67) 29 (48) 10 (33) 21 (70) 31 (52)
  Related to education 7 (23) 10 (33) 17 (28) 3 (10) 5 (17) 8 (13)
  Government schemes 5 (17) 8 (27) 13 (22) 5 (17) 18 (60) 23 (38)
  Sports 2 (7) 1 (3) 3 (5) 1 (3) 1 (3) 2 (3)
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forecasting, and disaster warning. Unfortunately,
education and government schemes are given
least priority. This calls for a need to give

contextualized information in these areas which
is of greater relevance to the fisher folk. Table 4
shows devices being used in boats.

             Samples: 120 Colachel 60 (100) Cuddalore 60 (100)

Speedometer 40 (67) 52 (87)

Compass 36 (60) 33 (55)

Location identifier map 00 (00) 00 (00)

Local radio 31 (52) 38 (63)

Satellite radio 00 (00) 00 (00)

GPS 28 (47) 27 (45)

Watch 36 (60) 46 (77)

Walky-talky handset 00 (00) 00 (00)

Fish finder (Echo sounder) 24 (40) 8 (13)

Wireless set / VHF 24 (40) 00 (00)

Mobile phone 25 (42) 43 (72)
Note : Numerals in parentheses show percentages

Table 4 : Devices used in boats

A wireless set is used only in Colachel and not in
Cuddalore. Location identifier map and walkie-
talkie are not used in both the places. There is no
significant difference in both the places in the use
of speedometer, compass, radio, GPS and watch.
But significantly more number of Cuddalore fisher
folk use mobile phones. But treble the number of
Colachel fisher folk use fisher finder (echo
sounder) compared to those of Cuddalore. Fisher
folk in Colachel are techno savvy, though fisher
folk of Cuddalore are media savvy. GPS and echo
sounder are useful to have safe navigation and to
identify the areas of fish shoals. GPS gets
destroyed in lightning. In heavy rain it will not
show latitude and longitude. At times, GPS gets
damaged in lightning.
Fisher finder (echo sounder) is a device that
consists mainly of a camera fitted at the bottom
of a boat to find the depth of the sea at any
particular point. Some fisher folk say that if the
echo sounder equipment can show the sea
temperature too, it will be of much use to identify
the fish varieties. Echo sounder draws a graph
on the underwater objects including the rock
formation at the bottom and movement of fish

shoals. Echo sounder spots and GPS fixes the
presence of fish such as cuttlefish, which
continues to stay in a spot. The area is marked by
giving some name in the GPS, and fishermen go
again to the exact spot for a repeat catch. This
reduces risks and use of fuel and energy.
Echo sounders help avoid rocks. Visibility is less
during monsoon and mostly there are no accidents
while at sea but while going out of the harbour
the boat may hit rocks. Mostly captain handles
the mechanized boat while going out, after that
any crew member may drive the boat. The captain
doubles up as a technician having knowledge in
mechanics of the boat.
In Colachel, GPS and echo sounder were bought
from Kerala and their use is prevalent among
Colachel fisher folk for the past ten years. Fisher
folk are willing to buy any communication devices
useful to them which are available in market.
Cuddalore has introduced GPS only in the last
three years because of the interaction and
influence of Chennai. In a black and white echo
sounder which Cuddalore fisher folk use the depth
is not clear except in deep sea; but in colour echo
sounder it is clear. The B and W variety costs
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INR 30,000 and colour INR 85,000 which has
GPS integrated into it.
In Cuddalore, when there is a problem at sea, the
boat owner is called over a mobile phone, unless
the boat has gone or drifted beyond the mobile
range. If the boat is near the respective landing
centre, it is towed to the place.
A wireless set will be of much use to inform family
and alert rescue team while in danger. In
Cuddalore, the contact is only through mobile
phones. Cuddalore fisher folk demand wireless
sets to cover most areas of operation at sea of
reach capacity of 100 nautical miles. Mobile
phones reach only 20 km from the shore. Mobile
phones are also useful to communicate with other
fishing vessels if fish catch is in plenty in any one
area on a given day and other fishing vessels are
to be invited to reap the bumper harvest. Mobile
phones have made communication easy. Local
women too use mobile phones to communicate
with their men at sea. Fisher folk using smaller
vessels such as catamarans and vallams (very
small and small boats) put the mobile phones in
plastic or polythene bags and take it to sea to
protect it from getting wet. As Cuddalore fisher
folk are likely to venture more than 20 km off
shore in future, they may also need wireless sets.
The distance between two boats at sea varies
from 5 metres to 5 kilometres unless a boat has
drifted away due to some unexpected reasons.
All boat crew help each other if there is any
problem such as repair, fuel shortage or illness. If
a boat becomes dysfunctional at sea, another boat
is sent to rescue its crew and bring the boat to the
shore.
Only on listening to the weather reports, fisher
folk go to work. For fishing, fisher folk rely on
their own skills, but for cyclone they rely on satellite
data. If it is raining, fisher folk cannot locate shores
or the lighthouse which in normal times will be
visible for about 7 km. If a port is not nearby during
a cyclone fisher folk keep going or stay at sea.
When someone is sick at sea, the same boat
returns or the patient is put on a returning boat
and sent back. Fishermen help each other when
in danger. The owner and the family are informed
about the sickness. Information is passed on from
mechanized boats in Colachel by wireless sets

from boat to boat, and then by mobile phone if
within a mobile tower signal range. Some first aid
is given before the patient is brought back to the
shore. If injured or taken ill, the boat owner
extends even financial help for the time being.
This is not always the case. For instance, a
fisherman interviewed vomited blood and he had
to undergo intensive medical treatment. But the
boat owner did not give any relief. Almost all
owners of boats do not contribute to the welfare
of the family of fisher folk such as education,
economic and cultural aspects. But when some
fisher folk are injured at sea, the immediate
treatment expenses are met. At times of functions
such as marriage, boat owners give financial aid
to their crew members. At times of economic
difficulty, the owner lends out money but some
crew members who borrow money go to another
boat for job cheating the person who lent him
money. Owners give donation for church, school,
and when needed INR 1000 to boat workers for
education of wards, etc.
By experience, fishermen know about the sea and
its changes on most occasions. Most fishermen
going on catamaran and vallams do not wear
watches. By seeing sun and stars they know time.
Besides forecast, fisher folk know the condition
through traditional knowledge. Fisher folk know
about weather by looking at sea. Most fisher folk
do not listen regularly to weather forecast, but at
times of cyclone or disaster forecast  the
announcements are supplemented by Fisheries
Department officials and police personnel by field
enforcement of keeping fisher folk off sea.
Although fishermen believe in the satellite-based
weather warnings relayed to them through the
mass media and the Fisheries Department, they
supplement it based on ground verification based
on their traditional knowledge of movement of
water, wind and clouds.
Views of family members
Media habits of children are particularly important,
not only to see if they play a role in disseminating
disaster alert messages but also to see if children
set a new trend for a promising future. In Colachel,
newspaper reading habit is less with only 3 out of
10 children reading newspapers. Two of them read
newspapers for cricket news and the other one
for news. Television is used for entertainment,
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mainly animated cartoons such as ‘Power
Rangers’. Radio is used for listening to songs.
Children occasionally help their fathers in taking
things to seashore for loading onto fishing vessels.
A landline phone or a mobile phone is used for
calling relatives and for calling the male members
of the family when they are on a fishing trip in the
Kerala side on the west coast. Their father calls
the family on mobile when he nears the shore. In
Colachel, whenever there is a cyclone warning,
the children inform their mothers, or the parish
priest. If the fathers are not at sea, they dissuade
their fathers not to go for fishing. Definitely,
tsunami has created that much awareness among
children.
In Cuddalore, radio and television are received
well, mostly at home or in a few cases at friends’
place. But most children who read newspapers
read them either at relatives’ house or at hostel.
If the individual houses cannot afford newspapers
there should be proper public library with
periodicals subscribed, or village resource centres
could have newspapers too. The mobile phone
use is limited as the children were interviewed in
a government school and children of better-off
families might be studying in private schools. If
they get any information about disaster forecast
or information from father at sea, they share it
with their mothers.
Women get weather forecast through thandora
(drum announcer), radio, television, the Fisheries
Department’s announcements in van, and/or
friends and relatives. If they get the news they
communicate to the parish priest in Colachel and
the village leader in case of Cuddalore, if not to
their men at sea directly. Some who live close by
the sea have the capability of looking at sea and
guessing what the weather would be. Relatives
and friends help out women when their men are
at sea. Relatives stay close by in fishing colonies.
Women communicate with their men while there
is mobile reach if the men carry mobile phones.
Or when the men land in far-off coasts – let us
say Kochi – men communicate from landlines on
telephone booths, or while at deep sea through
wireless messages communicated to office of the
Motor Boats Fish Catchers’ Welfare Association.
If the men are in catamarans their wives get
messages mostly on their reaching the land only

(unless a mobile phone is in the boat put inside a
polythene bag. When the family suspects that their
men at sea are in distress it informs the boat owner
or the Assistant Director (Fisheries).
For most women from fishing communities,
television is the main medium of entertainment
and information. After tsunami, some men have
stopped fishing due to fear or the lethargy that
has set in when there was a ban on fishing during
the initial rehabilitation phase of about six months.
If these men have not got alternative livelihood
too, it adds to the woes of fisherwomen.
Credibility of weather forecast
Weather forecasts and cyclone disaster forecast
are taken seriously by fisher folk. Even in Colachel
where weather forecast is not taken seriously by
all fisher folk in normal times, it is taken seriously
during cyclone. Though fishery forecasts are
watched in Makkal TV channel and by digital PFZ
board and some fisher folk believe that such
scientific knowledge is true, it is not put into
practice apparently by anyone. So there is a need
to create awareness about PFZ advisories among
fisher folk.
Some fisher folk say that the weather information
is not provided to them at the right time and the
information whichever is provided is either
incorrect or not relevant or is late in coming.
One boat owner in Cuddalore said that there was
some mechanical problem in his boat. Since the
weather forecast said that there may be rain, he
asked the boat to return to the shore. Weather
forecast is contextualized by the fisher folk with
ground verification. Fisher folk trust television
weather news but it is not local-specific, and it
needs the traditional knowledge of fisher folk to
contextualize. One traditional way of predicting
an impending cyclone is that dark clouds moving
down, touching the horizon and moving from south
to north. For instance, if wave height increases to
5 or 6 metres and come down without fold (mattu
virithal) then it could be dangerous.
Remote sensing data
The Indian National Centre for Ocean Information
Services (INCOIS) has a mission to provide the
best possible ocean information and advisory
services through sustained ocean observations and
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constant improvement through research. INCOIS
provides data on Potential Fishing Zone (PFZ)
and marine meteorological advisory. Images of
chlorophyll (phytoplankton content in the sea)
from the IRS-P4 (Oceansat-1) satellite and images
of the multi-channel sea surface temperature from
the NOAA-AVHRR satellite are processed by
INCOIS to provide fishing and weather data.
Chlorophyll images signify areas of upwelling,
where the amount of food and the amount of
phytoplankton are abundant. Such features are
identified in near real-time and translated as
advisories in terms of latitude and longitude, and
the depth of the shelf, such as locations as well
as direction and distance from the landing centres
/lighthouses. The advisories are disseminated to
fisher folk using a wide range of media such as
fax, telephone, electronic display board, email,
website, and television. User awareness
campaigns are conducted in major landing centres
to educate fisher folk and to gather first-hand
feedback.
Commercial fishermen are always concerned
about safety at sea and in making the best catch
for the amount of time spent in search of
productive fishing areas. A modern commercial
fisherman today requires timely, reliable and
accurate meteorological and oceanographic
information. The use of satellite imagery in
providing this information has been realized and
programmes have been initiated in this regard.
One reason the Potential Fishing Zone (PFZ)
information is not much used is that it gives
information only about pelagic (top layer) fish and
the fishermen mostly go for (bottom layer)
demersal fish, as the latter have more commercial
value.
Fisheries officials
In case of disaster warning, the fisheries officials
call up over phone village panchayat presidents
and inform them, besides TV and radio news
broadcasts. All fisher folk know about the
forecast at least 24 hours in advance somehow,
probably through TV and radio news. In the
Catholic-dominated coastal villages of
Kanyakumari district, the District Collectors for
fisheries officials inform the church priest about
any weather warnings. In Colachel,  the
information first goes to fisher folk panchayat

presidents. During the cyclone prone period from
October 15 to December 31, the Fisheries
Department schedules special duty round the
clock, with high alertness. Weather warning
information is passed on by the Port flag,
loudspeakers, phone and jeep announcements, and
beating of drums. The Fisheries Department
comes into picture only when there is cyclone and
when someone is lost at sea.
The Fisheries Department does disaster warning
getting information from the Meteorological
Department. It tells village presidents who in turn
informs the villages. Previously, the Assistant
Director of Fisheries would send letters to each
village but now television and radio give
information regularly. Some people do not adhere
to cyclone warnings, and go to sea even in
dangerous conditions. But they return to land if
they find sea continuously turbulent.
The Fisheries Department at times has to enforce
forcibly prohibition on going to sea. The Fisheries
Department has a great say and authority in fishing
villages. The licensing of boats and issue of identity
cards for fisher folk are done by the Fisheries
Department. But it does not have any mechanism
to ensure safety standards in boat building. Most
Fibre-Reinforced Plastic (FRP) boats doled out
to fisher folk after tsunami in a hurry are of
substandard quality. The Fisheries Department
had earlier given subsidies for owners of vallams
and catamarans for fixing outboard engines. It
also gave subsidy and loans to buy boats as part
of post-tsunami rehabilitation. No subsidy is given
for repairing boats.
Several catamarans in Cuddalore are not
registered as their owners are not members of a
cooperative society. Fishermen identity card is
issued by the Assistant Director of Fisheries
through cooperative societies. With the identity
card, the boat owner has to carry on with the
process of registration of his boat. The Fisheries
Department has given bicycles, life jacket, first
aid box, rechargeable lanterns, ice boxes and nets,
particularly in Cuddalore.
A good number of catamarans and vallams are
not registered as the Fisheries Department is slow
in carrying out the task. Fisheries inspectors are
bureaucratic in their approach and the registration
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process takes a long lime than it should. So
catamaran and vallam owners do not register
expect when then buy their craft availing
themselves of a loan through a government bank
for which registration is insisted upon. The
Fisheries Department should be more people
friendly. Instead, the Fisheries Department
blaming the fisher folk of not being cooperative is
a lame excuse. Fisher folk using these smaller
crafts find free time only on Sunday, particularly
in Colachel, when the Fisheries office does not
function. It would be better to route the registration
through fisher folk cooperative societies as done
in Cuddalore. Non-registration of boats also
hampers disaster rescue at sea as the Fisheries
Department may be handicapped by not having
basic data.
The major problem of fishermen at sea is that
they at times go missing. One solution for this is
to do cluster fishing with 10 to 15 boats as a group.
The Fisheries Department has hardly come across
any illegal activity of fishermen at sea, in the
regions of Colachel and Cuddalore. If any such
activity comes to their notice and if the erring
fishermen are caught, they are handed over to
the intelligence wing of the State police.
The two rescue vessels owned by the Fisheries
Department and kept in the Kanyakumari
(Poompukar Shipping Corporation) harbour in the
district where Colachel is located are not
operational. Also, the rescue vessels can go only
up to 25 fathoms whereas mechanized fishing
boats go up to 50 fathoms. The 40-foot rescue
vessels are not equipped enough for a rescue
mission. Even otherwise, the Fisheries Department
does not have special expertise to maintain those
two boats. So it could be better if the two boats
are handed over to Poombukar Shipping
Corporation (of the Tourism Department) which
maintains the ferry service to the Vivekananda
rock memorial. Such a synergy between various
departments will be a great help to rescue
fishermen at times of distress. Only occasionally,
fishermen go missing in the sea but unless these
rescue boats are kept constantly at operational
fitness they may not be of any use during the time
of crisis. On the other hand if the rescue boats
are attached to the Poompukar Shipping

Corporation but under the direct control of the
District Collector the boats will be in a state of
operational readiness.
Because of the inefficiency of the government-
controlled departments, locals themselves quickly
organize themselves and carry out search
operations at times of distress. When the
community comes to know that some are missing
at sea, they organize themselves and go in a group
of boats and try to rescue the fellow fishermen at
distress. Before this search is over, the fishermen
do not tell their women folk, leave alone the
Fisheries Department or the police. Accidents
include collision between two boats which may
result in sinking of boat(s).
The Fisheries Department does not communicate
with fisher folk while at sea, as it does not have
any facility to do so. Its main role is to
communicate disaster warning messages received
from the Meteorological Department to fisher folk
either through village leaders or directly through
its inspectors.
Fisher folk associations
The fishermen who are the members of a
cooperative society have an insurance scheme
with some the financial backing from the
Government as well. If some causalities occur at
work, the family of the dead is given INR 100,000
and those of the handicapped given INR 50,000.
For instance, the Colachel Fishermen Cooperative
Society has 7,790 members. It admits any
fisherman who has attained the age of 18 with a
monthly fee of INR 10.50. The society office has
a landline phone, mobile phones and a notice-
board. The society also helps its members in getting
bank loans. Of late, there is no election for the
post of president in the cooperative society. A
Special Officer appointed by the Government
handles the matters. The association plans to give
land pattas (deeds) to the people living in the land
belonging to the association.
The National Fishermen Savings-cum-Relief
Scheme routed through the Assistant Director of
Fisheries specifies that the beneficiary should be
within the 18-60 age group, and must be a member
of a Fishermen Cooperative Society, and actually
engaged in full-time fishing. The fishermen family
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member should not be a permanent employee of
a government or private concern. He should not
possess a mechanized fishing boat / a beach
landing craft. He should be below poverty line.
The beneficiary must pay INR 75 as monthly
subscription for eight months (totalling INR 600).
The State and Central Governments contribute
INR 300 each to each fisherman. The total sum
of INR 1,200 will be given to each fisherman at
INR 300 a month for four lean months.
The fishermen group accident insurance scheme
offers the members of fishermen cooperative
societies an accident insurance policy. Under the
scheme, the annual premium is paid by the
Government through the National Federation of
Fishermen’s Cooperatives Limited (Fishcopfed).
In case of death due to an accident the legal heir
is paid INR 50,000, and for permanent disability
the affected person is paid up to INR 25,000.
Under an additional scheme, an individual fisher
folk who is a member of a cooperative society
pays INR 34 a year so that his or her heir gets
INR 1 lakh if he or she dies in an accident or INR
50,000 if he or she is fully handicapped in an
accident. In yet another scheme, for an annual
premium of INR 90, a INR 1 lakh accident cover
for death includes husband, wife and two children.
In Colachel boats are insured but not their crew
members as crew members keep changing. In
Cuddalore, boats and all crew members are
insured.
The Kanyakumari Mavata Visai Padaku Meen
Pidipavar Nala Sangam (Kanyakumari District
Motor Boats Fish Catchers’ Welfare Association)
charges INR 2,000 for a life membership. It has
facilities such as a landline phone, a television set,
a wireless set, a mobile phone and a loudspeaker.
The fishing crew in the mechanized boats is well
versed on the use of a wireless set and a GPS
despite their low educational level. The fisher folk
on the west coast in Colachel have good technical
know-how and they work hard taking risks. When
motorized boats inadvertently cut the nets of
vallams and catamarans the association replaces
them. Mobile phone reaches up to 20 nautical
miles whereas wireless reaches up to 50 nautical
miles. Communication forms the base for business
developments. The most suitable and reliable
communication devices are GPS, echo sounder

and satellite phones. The government is not willing
to permit the use of satellite phones by fisher folk
though it will be very much useful for sending
disaster alert messages as well. Now the
mechanized boat fisher folk in Colachel use
unauthorized wireless sets available in the market
without a licence.
Even for mechanized boats costing so many lakhs
of rupees, only a meagre amount is paid as
insurance at a premium cost of just INR 100,000.
Though the boats have the durability of 10 to 15
years, insurance is allowed for boats only up to 5
years. Insurance companies fear that some of the
old boats may be purposefully sunk at mid sea so
as to claim compensation. No bank lends money
for buying boats. In case of vallams, insurance
covers both a vallam and its engine. Only if both
are lost, compensation is paid.
The problem faced by fisher folk at sea are boat
accidents, boat repairs, crossing territorial waters,
rough weather, wind, language problem,
occasionally missing the right sea route, illness,
deaths, and net getting cut. Fisher folk at sea offer
mutual help at times of trouble. But if there are
no other boats in the vicinity, one gets struck. Lack
of communication with land while the fishermen
are at long distances from the sea is another
problem. A wireless set is a very useful instrument
to communicate with fisher folk at sea. High
power wireless sets costing around INR 1,00,000
are needed for mechanized fisher folk who go
beyond 50 nautical miles. Low power wireless
sets should be provided to vallams and catamarans
(craft made of joining a few logs). While at sea,
fisher folk talk using communication devices to
tell their families when they would return or how
their catch was. On occasions when fisher folk
face problems such as the boat crew members
caught by people in some other place for some
reason or other, the fisher folk association
negotiates and releases the fisher folk.
The problems faced by fisher folk while at shore
are storage facilities, lack of ice facilities, not able
to get enough diesel at a subsidized rate, lack of
proper workshop, and lack of fish storage facility.
Role of ports
The Port office hoists a flag for weather warnings.
Colachel Port is a small, but natural harbour, in
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the western side of Kanyakumari district, near
the town of Colachel. The Government has plans
to turn it into a major port / container trans-
shipment terminal and is now in the process of
making a feasibility study. Colachel Port would
have certain advantages over other neighbouring
ports in India when developed, in that, it would be
closer to international shipping lanes – shipping
traffic between Europe, the Middle East and the
Far East passes not far from the port. Also, the
port is naturally deep. Being situated close to the
tip of the Indian peninsula and with major ports
like Colombo and Singapore in the vicinity, the
port is expected to become a busy port. Now there
is a port office at Colachel which is semi-
operational. A port flag there which was brought
down by tsunami is yet to be re-erected. Tsunami
rehabilitation is yet to reach the port office in
Colachel, and hence people in Colachel are
deprived of warning flags of the port office!
References of ships came from fisher folk,
particularly from Colachel. It is the Colachel fisher
folk who cross the shipping route and not the
Cuddalore fisher folk. This is because it is the
Colachel fisher folk who go up to territorial waters
and also the shipping route is near Colachel, and
Cuddalore fishermen do not go beyond 20 km
from the nearest coast. Colachel fishermen say
that ships once in a while hit the boats, particularly
if the ships are driven by auto navigation in high
seas.
Cuddalore too does not have a fishing harbour.
An old harbour that is in disuse is conveniently
used as a fishing harbour. So the Port office does
not even bother to maintain the harbour. The port
authorities have no special liking for the fisher
folk and they consider the fisher folk as intruders.
Periodical dredging operations in the mouth of the
river is not undertaken. So occasionally, the bottom
of mechanized boats hits the seafloor and gets
damaged. Recently, one such boat that got slightly
damaged while moving out of the Cuddalore
harbour ripped apart later in high seas, and the
crew members were saved by other boats
following a distress call. The platform in the
harbour too is also not maintained and there are
several deep pits in places where concrete
flooring has given way. The port becomes active
as early as 4 am when fishing boats start coming

back and fish sales begin. But everything is carried
out in pitch darkness in the absence of public
lighting. At times, mobile phones serve as torches.
In 2008, the port authorities have started
renovating the port and the fishing vessels had to
be moved away putting fisher folk into
inconvenience.
Lack of a fishing harbour in Colachel prevents
mechanized boats from Colachel to operate from
Kochi as the base. The Tamil Nadu Government
is planning to develop 33 fishing harbours at an
expense of INR 8 crore each. Colachel and
Cuddalore are on the list. While Colachel does
not have a fishing harbour, boats in Cuddalore had
been using the disused Cuddalore OT port as a
fishing harbour.
The Port office gives disaster management training
to different stakeholders so that people understand
the different types of Port flags conveying different
types of disaster alerts. People need to be trained
so that they get the messages right. Port flag and
lighthouse are seen up to 10 km at sea in clear
weather. Fisher folk and civil society should also
be involved in such a training on disaster
awareness.
Role of panchayats / church

Fisher folk, in general, listen to the fisher folk
panchayat leader and they are confident that the
leader knows information about cyclone and other
disasters. Fisher folk as a group are violent and it
is difficult to enforce some order unless their
‘traditional panchayat’ leaders are involved.
Traditional fisher folk panchayats contributed to
coherence and development of the fishing
communities. But, this is not so any longer the
case at least in some places. Now the traditional
panchayats lead to social conflicts, and at least in
Devanampattinam in Cuddalore, where police
have taken over the local administration from the
traditional panchayat.
In the Colachel area, village parish council consists
of 12 members for 700 families in Kotilpadu
village. The council meets once a month.
Emergency announcements are made over
loudspeakers. If it is announced that people should
not go for fishing, people obey the order and refrain
from taking to sea. Loudspeakers are fixed in
different parts of the village so that all can hear.
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Other ways of reaching people is to send a man
to pass on messages to individual homes and to
ring the church bell to notify emergency.
Coast Guard
The coast guard goes up to 200 nautical miles
whereas newly-formed marine police go only up
to 12 nautical miles. Two of the mandates of the
coast guard are to provide training to fisher folk
for safety and also to rescue fisher folk while in
distress at sea. But it does not have a unit at
Colachel and Cuddalore.
Rescue operation in a cyclone is difficult for the
coast guard as well. If the information is got on
time, the search operations will be minimal. Now,
a considerable time is lost by the time the Collector
confirms the missing event from the fisheries
officials that missing boat / person(s) would have
been drifted further away. Unless the Fisheries
Department gets full details, it hesitates to pass
on the details to the Collector, who in turn has to
request the coast guard to carry out a search.
The details include the distance from land, depth,
direction, colour of boats, the time when the boat
was lost, the name of the person(s) missing, his
age, his father’s name, registration number, and
the like. The Collector wants to know all these
details in writing before he or she calls for a search
operation. Simplification of formalities is needed.
This will speed up search and increase the
probability of rescue. Messages may be passed
on to the coast guard by phone, fax or telegram
directly by the families of persons missing, and
later a fisheries inspector may go and get a written
complaint.  The coast guard recommends that
mechanized boats have registration number
written in a fluorescent paint on the top of wheel
house of mechanized boats so that the boat at
distress can be spotted by helicopters.  At times
of emergency, the Fisheries Department, the
Army, the Air Force, the Collector, the Fire Service
(diving team), and the coast guard and the Navy
(with helicopters) should get into action. Divers
are also pulled out from the ships. Depending on
the need, different agencies are involved in disaster
management. A leader of a non-government
organization interviewed was pessimistic about the
rescue efforts of the coast guard. According to
him, coast guard helicopters have hardly rescued

anyone in distress. One reason for this is that there
is no timely coordinated action on the shore.
The coast guard also trains fisher folk during
normal times in ways to handle disasters. The
coast guard organizes community interaction with
fisher folk during off season on safety aspects
and ways to tackle disasters. The coast guard
does community interactions, education on life
saving appliances, knowledge of sea, precautions,
and technological aspects with respect to safety.
Data are better given in the form of pictorial
representation. It has also produced pictorial
charts on different disaster warnings. It goes to
villages and demonstrates the use of life jackets.
It shares the basic knowledge of sea and discusses
the precautions to be taken. This is not part of its
duty but done as social responsibility. The coast
guard tags on its interaction programmes with
NGOs. It also asks fisher folk whether they get
Potential Fishing Zone advisories in order to
create awareness about them. It distributes
posters with messages in pictorial representation
(as pictures are better understood) and in local
languages.
The coast guard gathers some information when
it interacts with fisher folk on a day-to-day basis.
The information could be about untoward incident
or activity. The coast guard clarifies when some
activity is legal. It asks fisher folk to take
precaution when it is an oil development area. It
tells them why the area should be avoided in spite
of good fish catch. When it gets information such
as about the impending cyclone it passes on the
information through local language.
The Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO)
is networked with the data receiving station with
the coast guard. The coast guard is creating a
device, under an ISRO project, to indicate distress
position. It is a beacon similar to the one in ships
and planes. The normal beacon will cost INR
50,000 to INR 60,000. The beacon produced by
ISRO costs less than INR 10,000. This distress
alert mechanism will operate on an INSAT satellite
and a GPS interface. Even call taxis use such a
tracking system which costs INR 12,000 per
vehicle. The coast guard has prepared the device
for fisher folk to indicate the disaster position.
While designing a system for fisher folk, language
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needs should be taken care of or messages should
be given pictorially. Such an emergency beacon
is prevalent in other countries, but the coast guard
has customized it for India. It seeks to protect
lives and property by providing accurate, timely
and reliable distress alert and location information
to search and rescue authorities. Satellites detect
and locate emergency beacons carried by aircraft,
vessels and land-based users in distress anywhere
in the world. These satellites, along with a network
of ground stations operate 24 hours a day, 365
days a year to alert rescue authorities around the
world whenever and wherever a distress situation
occurs. With this mechanism, it is easy to find the
location of the object under distress, and if
programmed accordingly, the nature of distress.
Under an ISRO funding, the coast guard has
developed the cost-effective beacon (disaster alert
transmitter) to be given to fisher folk. Field
acceptance trials to ensure that the system work
under all conditions have been successful. The
idea is that if a fishing boat in distress is detected,
the coast guard or any other agency can come to
rescue. Or at least local fisher folk can be told
where the boat is so that they can organize the
rescue mission themselves. To cater to illiterate
fisher folk as well, the device has four pictorial
buttons – disabled, boat crash, drifting, and
cyclone. The device has a non-exhaustible battery
which can transmit signal for 24 to 48 hours once
switched on. Since, now there is no means to
communicate with the coast guard in any of the
situations above and fisher folk cannot afford
expensive communication sets an initiative taken
up the coast guard Chennai in 2003 with ISRO
led to development of the low cost distress alerting
transmitter to be used in case of an emergency.
The emergency distress alerting transmitter was
developed by ISRO and the technology has been
transferred to the industry. Now there is no way
to find when diesel or ration gets exhausted or
someone is taken seriously ill or some technical
problem in boat. But if they are in possession of a
distress alert transmitter (DAT) developed by
ISRO they will be able to indicate an emergency.

The latest networks are adopted for  the
dissemination of the information. Wi-Fi, Wi-Max,
VPN, VHF and the Optic Fibre connectivity for
connecting the networks are faster in

communicating the information. If any natural
disaster occurs, the coast guard also sends
messages (SMS) to the mobile phones and also
pictures by MMS. The coast guard has the
Fisheries Safety Net Messaging System (or voice
message service) by which it sends voicemails in
11 Indian languages through mobile phones.
Messages are also sent to mobiles in the form of
20 different alert pictures. But at a time when
disaster strikes, electricity goes and mobile phones
mostly go off.
The coast guard has an area up to 200 km and
after that the Navy takes over. The marine police
go up to 12 nautical miles. If someone is caught
indulging in some mischief, the coast guard cannot
file a case but has to hand him/her over to police.
The coast guard has a series of stations along the
Indian coast and has established maritime rescue
subcentres in these stations and also has telephone
accessible from all along the coast to report
emergencies at sea – 1554. coast guard ships and
aircrafts are constantly patrolling Indian waters.
Fisher folk sometimes cross the country sea
border by mistake. Now there is no means to find
out when they cross the border by mistake. The
coast guard provides assistance by repatriation
them from neighbouring country mutually
agreeable. There is no means to warn fisher folk,
excepting while in visual range. Sometimes boats
lose direction. Only in case they are sighted they
are shown the right direction to reach back home
by providing them sufficient fuel, food and water.
Role of NGOs
Several Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) donated boats, engines and nets as part
of tsunami rehabilitation. Intervention of NGOs
in coastal villages was minimal before tsunami
but maximum after tsunami.
The Pondicherry Multipurpose Social Service
Society (PMSSS) gets INCOIS data directly from
Hyderabad and it disseminates data from its
Puducherry office to its 24 village resource
centres located in coastal areas including villages
of Cuddalore. The information is accessed
through personal computers through internet link-
up and then announced / broadcast over
loudspeakers. Announcements are made several
times a day, and it can be heard over vast areas
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as loudspeakers are strategically put up. The
announcements are mainly of weather forecasts
particularly wind direction and wave height,
besides potential fishing zone advisories. Some of
the equipment a village knowledge centre has is a
personal computer, a printer, a scanner, a public
address system and a telephone. PMSSS also
collects mobile phone numbers of fisher folk to
pass on important messages. It broadcasts the
forecast information over All India Radio,
Puducherry. Audio is recorded in PMSSS studios
in the local dialect and the CD handed over to
AIR for broadcast three times a day. Buoys are
also set up in the coast off Puducherry to collect
data on wave height to mitigate the impact of a
tsunami in future. PMSSS has translated
information from the Indian Meteorological
Department, INCOIS and buoys located on the
nearby sea to suit the local context in the local
language and dialect.
The information is disseminated in image form and
animated forms to different end users. INCOIS
is giving information about waves, surface winds
and currents which are useful to the coastal fisher
folk. PMSSS disseminates the information through
AIR, Puducherry and through the ICT-based
Village Resource Centres. An effective
communication network would not only come to
aid during natural disasters but also provide the
local communities with other scientific information
to improve their livelihoods. The VRC models
were tried out by the M.S. Swaminathan Research
Foundation, Chennai, and it is now replicated by
several NGOs.
India Meteorological Department
The Chennai office of the India Meteorological
Department is one of three Area Cyclone Warning
Centre in the country (Kolkata and Mumbai are
the other centres). Cyclone Detection &
Monitoring: IMD observational data input has a
large network consisting of radars (one of which
is located in Chennai), satellite data and data forms,
and ships and other metrological observatories to
detect the formation of cyclones on the surface
of the sea. In the event of any cyclonic
disturbance, the nearest Area Cyclonic Warning
Centre assesses the situation and gives inputs
about the system. After detection, the Cyclone
Warning Division of the IMD monitors the

movement of the storm through satellite and radar
pictures8.
The India Meteorological Department issues
forecasts for marine community. Issuing of
fisheries warning is one among them. Its Area
Cyclone Warning Centre issues weather warning
for the safety of the fisher folk off Tamil Nadu
and Puducherry coasts. Fisheries warning are
issued four times a day starting in 0000, 0600,
1400 and 1800 hours IST. These warnings are
being issued to All India Radio (AIR) stations
covering the broadcast for coastal districts by fax
or by landline or by telegram for broadcast at
appropriate times. Above warnings are being
issued even if the weather warning is “NIL”. But
when the surface wind is expected to exceed 45
kmph, the anticipated wind direction and speed
will be issued to AIR stations. In addition to this,
officials like the Director of Fisheries, Sub-
inspectors of police and Inspectors of fisheries
are being informed about the warning by fax or
landline or telegram. Whenever squally weather
or gale force wind speed is expected due to the
formation of depression/cyclone, the coastal
villagers will be warned through fax/telegram not
to venture to sea.
Integrated approach
Disaster warning messages are given through a
port flag, a loudspeaker and a public address
system handset. Besides, messages are broadcast
through radio and television. When disasters
occur, flag in the port is hoisted, formal letters of
alert  are sent to villages, and tandora
(announcement by a drummer) is also made.
The Fishermen Welfare Council headed by the
Collector is attended by district officials, fisheries
officials, Ministers, and representatives of the
fishing community. The disaster management
wing in each district operates as part of the
Revenue Department under the instructions of the
Collector. Depending on the need, different
agencies are involved in disaster management.
At times of emergency, the Army, the Navy, the
Air Force, the Collector, the Fire Service (diving
team), and the coast guard (with helicopters) get
into action. Divers are also pulled out from the
ships. There is a disconnect as the Fisheries
Department handles the needs of fisher folk but
disaster related to them are handled by the
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Revenue Department. So there is a slight
disconnect.9

As such, disaster management is dealt with by
the Government taking the lead as one of the main
stakeholders of the fishing communities. The
Disaster Risk Management in Cuddalore district
of Tamil Nadu at the Collectorate level is
undertaken under a United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) project with its office
situated on the Collectorate campus itself. An early
warning system linking 54 coastal villages in
Cuddalore district has been set up. These 54
villages have been chosen as they are vulnerable
to tsunami, cyclone and flood. The district is
studied and classified based on the vulnerability.
These vulnerable areas are installed with an Early
Warning System. This system enables the
community to know well in advance the chances
of disaster to strike and can move to safer
grounds. Disaster warning sirens in these villages
can be activated from the Collectorate and
announcements made through loudspeakers in all
villages connected to the Collectorate. The District
Disaster Risk Management Programme
(DDRMP) operates under the leadership of the
district Collector. The people from all 54 villages
can access the Collectorate through two-way
audio but this provision is disenabled as it was
found that villagers were allegedly misusing it, by
singing songs or indulging in empty talk over
microphone or scolding the officials. Or some of
the equipment has been stolen. Nevertheless, such
an early warning system is likely to be installed in
several other coastal districts as well. Hats-off to
UNDP for installing the state-of-the-art early
warning systems. But unfortunately, within matter
of months the system in Cuddalore is tampered
with or proved not to be field worthy, and it is no
more on a disaster alert! For instance, since
villagers were voicing grievances over the two-
way audio system, the Collector had ordered to
make the system one-way audio!
Assumptions of technological determinism and a
view of technology as a neutral tool for
development underlie the ICT and development
discourse. The use of technology as an index of
development reproduces the binary opposition
between the developed and the underdeveloped

that has been widely critiqued within the field of
development. The commonly assumed model of
ICTs and development is grounded in these
assumptions of technological determinism, which
allow the complex political factors influencing
poverty and inequality at local, national and
international levels to be hidden, or at least go
largely unquestioned (Wilson 2010)9. Unless non-
technological factors too are taken into account,
ICT intervention in disaster management is bound
to be a failure.
Recent studies have shown that receipt of an early
warning do not necessarily translate to compliance
behaviour and vulnerable population often differ
in their hazard risk perception, ability to take action
and compliance pattern. Considering the goal of
an early warning is ultimately prevention or
minimizing loss of life and properties, greater
understanding of public response process to early
warning is a prerequisite to improve and ensure
desired actions are taken.10,11

An integrated use of the Internet and community
radio – now becoming a reality – will be an
effective means of reaching the unreached and
giving voice to the voiceless, now that NGOs can
set up community radio stations in India.
Interestingly, in the Cuddalore area, even
commercial FMs are broadcasting disaster
warning messages.
Local monitoring of hazards/risks and warning
procedures such as sirens, drums, bells, etc have
often been found to be the most effective at the
time of emergencies and such methods need to
be recognized, supported, and integrated in the
overall framework. There can be a range of
technological solutions to communicate early
warning to the vulnerable population and it is
necessary to have such choices which are
accessible and robust for early warning
dissemination. Factors such as lead time,
coverage, topography of the area, access to
warning devices, cost, maintenance, reliability, etc,
need to be taken into account while designing the
dissemination mechanism.

CONCLUSION
Capacity building at the community level should
ensure that systematic preparedness programmes
have been conducted, that disaster management
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plans are in place and have been tested, and that
community members have been adequately
trained to know how to act after receiving early
warning.
The media should not create panic and confusion
while reporting disaster warnings. It should help
people get the right information. The media should
be involved in disaster preparedness and
awareness creation as well. The media should
report disasters with sensitivity. This includes being
empathetic to the people’s sufferings, talking to
them at length, watching them over a period of
time, and going along with them in the rehabilitation
process. The media should not fail to follow up
on stories after the initial overkill.
Mobile phone is a common communication device
used by fisher folk while at sea and land. At the
time of cyclone, mobile network fails if electricity
is cut. At sea, up to 20 km from coastline is
covered by mobile phones. Beyond that wireless
is used by mechanized trawlers in Colachel.
Cuddalore fisher folk do not go much beyond 20
km from the coast though they go along the coast
towards the north up to Chennai. So, a Fisheries
Safety Net Messaging System of messaging
fisher folk through mobile in local language which
is being tried out is a solution, provided more mobile
towers are put up along the coast to remove the
mobile backlash areas and to maximize the mobile
reach on sea.
Not only mobile network but also Global
Positioning system (GPS) too malfunctions during
rain and lightning, and so a weather resistant GPS
may be produced specially for fisher folk.
The coast guard goes up to 200 nautical miles
whereas the newly-formed marine police in Tamil
Nadu go up to 12 nautical miles. The coast guard
is not having a unit in Colachel as well as
Cuddalore. At times of emergency, the Army, the
Navy, the Air Force, the Collectorate, the Fire
Service (diving team), and the coast guard (with
helicopters) get into joint action. Divers are also
pulled out from the ships for rescue operations.
Different agencies are involved in disaster
management depending on the need. Cyclone is
dangerous for the coast guard too. So, specific
information about missing persons needs to be
passed on at the earliest possible time to enable

the rescue operation to be focused.
Television is the main mass media used by fisher
folk of Colachel and Cuddalore, mainly off-sea.
Cuddalore fisher folk, in particular, use radio at
sea as private commercial FMs not only broadcast
news but also weather information customizing it
for fisher folk.
All who watch television get regular weather
forecasts, and they contextualize the information
got with their traditional knowledge of sea. Boats
in Cuddalore carry radio sets and they get current
weather updates.  FM radio is a must to know
when and where a cyclone strikes. In case of
Cuddalore, information is got across to the
mechanized boats through the wireless set located
at the Mechanized Boat Owners’ Association. If
boats are far off, snowballing of messages through
wireless sets from one boat to another is employed
to reach the message to fishing village concerned.
If some boat which is near the coast gets the
message, the message is passed on to land by
mobile phones as well.
Communication is mainly between one to one using
mobile phones in Cuddalore and one to group too
using a wireless set in Colachel. Boat owners and
drivers have mobile phones. When mobile tower
signals can be accessed the owner is informed of
the happenings while at sea. At least one person
in a boat has mobile phone and all inform their
families using it. In Colachel the connection with
land is through mobile phones when the boats near
the coast or through wireless to wireless in land
which is available only in the mechanized boat
owners’ welfare office.
Satellite phones may also be tried out for effective
communication in a two-way format for the benefit
of the fisher folk. An alternative system of
communication is to install more mobile phone
towers along the coast to cover the backlash
areas, or better still is to permit the extensive use
of wireless. While mobile phone can reach 20 km,
wireless can reach much beyond (100 km)
particularly from one boat to another.
A combination of computer, internet  and
loudspeakers as part of village knowledge centres
(VKCs) is used successfully for disseminating
weather and disaster related information in
Cuddalore. The VKCs are also used by self-help
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groups to print CVs, learn computer skills, etc.
Cyclone watch, warning and information bulletins
are being issued and disseminated by the Indian
Meteorological Department through the media.
Information is broadcast on radio and television
in particular. Local authorities and emergency
managers are responsible for formulating and
executing evacuation plans for areas under
tsunami and cyclone threat. The public should stay
tuned to the local media for evacuation and
instructions. The public should not return to low-
lying areas until the threat has passed and all clear
announced by local authorities.

If caught in a cyclone, fisher folk return to the
nearest harbour. If small fishing vessels overturn,
engine becomes dysfunctional. In such cases,
more FRP boats of five or 10 in number go in
search of it.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Colachel fishermen are techno savvy and they
use wireless, echo sounder and GPS extensively
unlike their  Cuddalore counterparts.  But
Cuddalore fisher folk are media savvy and they
consume more media programmes. More
technological inputs in fishing may be introduced
in Cuddalore and more media use awareness
created in Colachel. Mobile phones may be used
for one-to-many communication as part of disaster
management, and for this a mobile phone database
has to be maintained and constantly updated. The
Fisheries Department too needs to have powerful
wireless sets to communicate (one-to-many
communication) with fisher folk at sea, particularly
in Colachel. At the time of cyclone, if electricity
is cut mobile network fails. This calls for VHF-
based communication network and early warning
systems for specific zones.
Fisher folk consider only the Fisheries Department
useful as a stakeholder, though the research went
into different agencies as supposed stake-holders.
Fisher folk of small fishing vessels such as
catamarans do not find even the Fisheries
Department as useful. There is a need for
frequent coordinated meetings among various
stakeholders.
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